
DUST COLLECTOR BDC-187PLP-UD
A PETROL POWERED DUST COLLECTOR

The BDC-187PLP-UD petrol powered dust collector provides 
a lot of flexibility on outdoor jobsites. It is equipped with a  
Longopac bagging system that allows you to collect the dust in 
easy to handle 25 kg bags, without dispersing dust. As a result, 
the operators have no contact with the dust in their immediate 
vicinity. In addition, the BDC-187PLP-UD is equipped with the 
Up & Down system (“low” position for transportation and “high” 
position in operation).

For a safe, dust free and perfectly clean jobsite, Blastrac has  
designed a full range of consumables and optional items to get 
the best possible results out of your dust collector.

FOR MORE INFORMATION VISIT WWW.BLASTRAC.EU
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540 M3/H | 3.200 MMH
2
O

kg 160 KG

L,B,H
1.310 MM | 700 MM | 1.655 - 1.975 MM

M-CLASS STAR FILTER | OPTIONAL H14 HEPA FILTER
MANUAL SHAKER ON SIDE

8,7 KW | PETROL

Ø Ø76 MM

ENDLESS BAGGING SYSTEM | ADJUSTABLE CAPACITY UP TO 25 KG

GRINDERS | SCARIFIERS | SHOT BLASTERS

USER FRIENDLY
Easy to manoeuvre and transport due to the robust wheels with brake  
systems. User friendly design, just connect the hose to the dust collector 
and you are ready to go. The Up & Down system makes it easy to transport 
from jobsite to jobsite.

LIMITED DOWN TIME
Our Longopac bagging system allows you to collect the dust in easy to 
handle 25 kg bags, without dispersing dust. The tube-like bagging system is 
dust free since the bags are replaced and sealed from the outside – there is 
no contact with the waste.

SAFE WORKING ENVIRONMENT
Every Blastrac machine has to be connected to a Blastrac industrial dust 
collector. This means that you are able to work dust free, creating a safe 
working environment.

FOR HEAVY DUTY WORK
Our range of medium dust collectors is designed to be connected to our 
medium surface preparation machines. The high suction power, filter  
options and bagging system of these dust collectors ensures that all dust is 
safely collected.

FLEXIBILITY
The BDC-187PLP petrol powered dust collector gives you a lot of flexibility 
for outdoor jobsites. It is the perfect dust collector to connect behind our 
petrol powered scarifiers / grinders. This means you don’t need to take a 
generator to your jobsite.

GREEN TECHNOLOGY
Our dust collectors, like any other Blastrac machine, do not use any  
chemicals or waste valuable drinking water.

THE INNOVATORS IN SURFACE PREPARATION



BDC-187PLP-UD OPTIONS

CF722029
MOBILE NOZZLE 

400 MM WIDTH

CF722147
MOBILE NOZZLE 

500 MM WIDTH

CF722025
ALUMINIUM HAND 

GRIP 50 MM

CF722122
CHROMED HAND 

GRIP 50 MM

BLS-1058
4 PACK LONGOPAC 

SLEEVE (4 X 20 M)*

005014SR
10 M SUCTION HOSE 

Ø76 MM

K200019
M-CLASS STAR FILTER

ON REQUEST
H14 HEPA FILTER

* STANDARD DELIVERED WITH EVERY BDC-187PLP-UD
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